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Abstract

In the European XFEL, electrons bunches are accelerated up to 20 GeV and then
enter undulators where coherent X-rays are produced which can be used for imaging at
a molecular level. Electrons may stray from the path and hit the permanent magnets in
the undulators. It is well known that ionizing radiation can affect the magnetic charac-
teristics of permanent magnets. The undulators are therefore equipped with a type of
semiconductor dosimeters, RADFETs, so that the potential damage from ionizing radi-
ation to the magnets can be measured and corrected for. It is also known that heat will
be generated from air-coils in the accelerator which can change the ambient temperature
around the dosimeters up to 25 K. All semiconductor technology is highly susceptible to
temperature. This report investigates the fading characteristics of the RADFET under
different temperatures and times after irradiation. It also investigates the dose response
under different temperatures and estimates the magnitude of errors in measured dose
which can be expected if temperatures are not accounted for. It is seen that a ∆T of
a few K can have a large impact on RADFETs’ ability to both record and retain dose.
A strong time dependence is also seen. The fading is the largest during irradiation and
then slows down exponentially, stabilizing after 1 to 2 months. An increase from 20 oC to
26 oC will increase the fading by 2 Gy/h during irradiation, and 0.015 Gy/h weeks after
irradiation. It is estimated that dose measurements at XFEL can have errors of up to 14
% if long-term fading is not accounted for. A model for estimating long-term fading as a
function of temperature is proposed.
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1 Introduction

The European XFEL (X-ray free-electron laser) in Hamburg is a research facility that will
be used for imaging at a molecular level. The XFEL consists of a 2.1 km long linear ac-
celerator where electron bunches are accelerated to up to 20 GeV. They subsequently enter
an undulator. The undulator segments are approximately 5 meters long and are placed in a
series forming undulators up to 210 meters long. A segment consists of NdFeB permanent
magnets placed above and under the particle track as is seen in figure 1. The magnets are
placed with alternating poles. This causes the electrons to move in a sine-like path. As this
happens synchrotron radiation is produced, the wavelength λsynchro. of which is related as

λsynchro. ∝
λund.

2γ2
(1)

where λund. is the undulator wavelength, and γ the Lorentz factor. Since the wavelength
produced is proportional to the electron’s kinetic energy, the light generated under normal
circumstances would be incoherent. There are different ways around this. The European
XFEL uses a SASE process (self-amplified spontaneous emission) where the photons gener-
ated are interacting with the electrons in the undulator. Depending on the relative phases of
the electron and photon, the electron will either gain or lose energy. Faster electrons catch
up with slower electrons and bunches are formed, and so only light of a certain wavelength
is amplified, and coherent light is formed. The light produced at the European XFEL is
extremely brilliant, outshining conventional X-ray sources by up to a factor of a 109. The
pulse duration is less than 100 fs and wavelengths as low as 0.05 nm. This light has many
applications which include taking three-dimensional images of molecules and filming chemical
reactions.

Figure 1: As the electron beam
(red) oscillates, forward directed X-
rays (yellow) are emitted. From
http://www.xfel.eu/.

As the electrons traverse the undulator, they may
stray from the path and hit the permanent magnets.
Since it is known that ionizing radiation can deteri-
orate the magnetic properties of permanent magnets
[1], there is a need to measure the dose received by
the undulators. This is done via a series of RAD-
FETs placed strategically throughout the accelerator.
Between each segment of the undulator there are 1.1
m long intersection units. Air coils are located at
these intersections which correct the beam path. Heat
is generated from these coils when currents are run
through them. The horizontal and vertical steering
air coils at XFEL will have currents from 1.0 A up to
1.5 A and testing indicates a difference in temperature
from room temperature (20 oC) of 10.5 and 24.1 oC respectively around the air coil casing
[2]. All semiconductors are susceptible to heat, and the recorded doses of semiconductor
dosimeters are known to fade with time and temperature. Similar systems e.g. FERMI at
Elettra have previously noticed a fading of dose higher than expected [3]. This motivates
a thorough testing of the RADFETs’ fading characteristics under different temperatures in
order to achieve an accurate dose measurement.
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1.1 The RADFET

Semiconductors have played an important role in the development of cheap and durable
radiation dosimeters. A metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor, or MOSFET, is a
kind of transistor which can be either of p- or n-type. A RADFET is another name for a
p-MOSFET designed for radiation dosimetry. This includes having a very thick SiO2-layer
between the silicon body and the gate. The p means that the regions of the semiconductor
which are in contact with the source and drain are p+-doped. When a voltage is applied over
the source and the gate of a p-MOSFET device as in figure 2(a), positively charged holes will
accumulate in the gap between the p+-doped regions. If the voltage is high enough (V ≥
Vthreshold) enough holes will gather to bridge the p+-regions, allowing a current to flow between
the source and the drain. Ionizing radiation has the potential to remove electrons, inducing
positively charged holes in the gate oxide layer. If these holes find themselves in a stable region
of the oxide, typically close to the oxide-silicon interface, they are referred to as trapped holes.
The accumulation of trapped holes increases the voltage required to turn on the transistor.
The threshold voltage Vth is therefore proportional to the absorbed dose. This explains why
the RADFET are typically of p-type. Had it been of n-type, the threshold voltage would
decrease with increasing dose until the doped regions bridges making it conducting at 0 V,
and the MOSFET would become useless for any further measurements. Different mechanisms
explaining the hole trapping phenomenon have been proposed. Experiments suggest that a
majority of the radiation induced holes are the result of strained Si-Si bonds breaking [4, 5].
Here the ionizing radiation knocks away an electron, turning the strained bond into a more
relaxed state (figure 2(b)) where one of the silicon atoms is positively charged. These ionized
Si-atoms are the hole carriers.
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(a) Cross section of a RADFET (a modified p-
MOSFET). The sensitive volume of the dosimeter
is the oxide layer (pink).

+
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(b) A strained Si-Si bond caused by a vacant
oxygen atom. Ionizing radiation can knock out
an electron, leading to a more relaxed state
where one of the silicon atoms is positively ion-
ized.

Figure 2: When a voltage is applied over the RADFET source and the
gate, positively charged holes will accumulate in the gap between the p+-
doped regions (light-green). Radiation can induce trapped holes in the
oxide layer, increasing the threshold voltage. Measuring the change in
threshold voltage will give the absorbed dose.
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Biasing the RADFET during irradiation will affect the response since the applied electric
field can depending on the field direction either cause the electron hole pairs to separate or
recombine easier. A positive bias (PB) will for instance prevent recombination, increasing
the sensitivity of the RADFET, but will also at the same time decrease the upper dose limit
which the RADFET can measure , as the number of trapped holes becomes saturated much
quicker. On the contrary, when run in zero-bias mode (ZB), the sensitivity is lower but the
dose limit is up to 20 times higher. In this mode there is no externally applied electric field
separating the hole pairs. Instead the electrons leave the oxide layer through diffusion [6]
and the holes are kept in place by the local electric field in the oxide. A positive bias of a
couple of volts will easily increase the sensitivity 5-10 fold as compared to a zero-bias mode
[3, 7]. RADFETs are used as dosimeters in pulsed X-ray situations, i.e. XFEL, since they
have sufficient sensitivity and are very stable [6]. They are also small, resistant to physical
shock, and can be read either continuously or at a later stage. They are usually run in ZB
mode.

1.2 Trap Annealing – ”Fading”

The holes trapped in the RADFET dosimeter are relatively stable. This makes RADFETs
suitable integrating dosimeters, i.e. they measure the total accumulated dose at a specific
point in time, rather than dose per unit time. This preserves the history of dose absorption.
However should an electron find its way to a trapped hole (or analogously, if a hole should
find its way out of the oxide), recombination will take place. As the positive charges get
annihilated through recombination, the threshold voltage is lowered. This leads to fading of
the measured accumulated dose, as seen in figure 3.
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Figure 3: The fading rate slows down exponentially. The two regions
of measurement used in this experiment corresponding to short-term and
long-term fading. D0 is the initial measured dose.
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The term ”fading” is commonly used in dosimetry. Other names for the same effect in-
clude ”annealing”, ”relaxation”, and ”recovery”. Fading only refers to the phenomenon of
lost holes in the oxide and thus include all mechanisms by which this can occur. Electrons can
for instance tunnel from the silicon into the oxide, typically 6 nm deep [6]. This effectively
lessens the thickness of the oxide which typically is in the range of 200 - 300 nm for RADFETs,
but is much less for other kinds of MOSFETs. Electrons can also get thermally excited and
”leap” the energy gap. It’s easy to see how e.g. the composition of the oxide, charge density,
and mobility of holes can play a great role in the electrons’ abilities to annihilate holes. This
makes fading complicated to model. The magnitude of dose ”lost” due to fading is typically a
few percentage of the original dose and is even less for RADFETs under zero-bias mode [7, 8].
Fading has a strong time dependence. It is the strongest during irradiation and slows down
after irradiation exponentially. It is also increased with total accumulated dose and temper-
ature [4, 9] and must therefore be corrected for if the RADFETs are to be used for longer
periods of time or under conditions of varying ambient temperatures and precision is required.

As mentioned before, a hole can get annihilated mainly through two phenomena: quantum
tunneling and thermal emission of electrons from the silicon [9]. The former depends on the
energy levels of the hole traps. The probability for an electron to thermally emit into the
conduction band, p(T ) is related to temperature T by [10]:

p(T ) = AT 2 · eB/T (2)

where A and B are parameters related to charge density, band gap energy, and other proper-
ties related to the structure of the RADFET. If we want to investigate the long-term fading
i.e. fading many days after any irradiation has taken place and the fading is relatively stable,
we can make the approximation that the parameters are not dependent on time. The rate of
loss of charges −∂tN is given by

−∂N
∂t

= N(t) · p(T ) ' N0 · p(T ) (3)

where we have approximated that the initial number of holes, N0 greatly outnumbers the
rate of holes lost. Since voltage is directly proportional to the amount of charge, V ∝ N , we
get

∂V (t, T )

∂t
= C · p(T ) (4)

where C is a constant. The relationship between ∆Vth and dose D can be approximated as
linear if the difference in absorbed dose is kept within a few hundred Gy [3], so we get that
the rate of dose is proportional to the rate of voltage Ḋ(T ) ∝ V̇ (T ), or

Ḋ(T )long-term = A′T 2 · eB/T (5)

which is directly proportional to equation 2. In other words, the long-term fading is directly
proportional to the probability of thermal emission Ḋ(T )long-term ∝ p(T ). We will attempt to
determine A and B later. As mentioned previously, the rate of fading is strongly dependent
on the time after irradiation. Equation 5 is therefore only appropriate for a long-term fading
dependence on temperature. If we want to look at short-term fading we need to include a
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time dependence. Models where the temperature changes with time have been successful
in the past [9], but investigating the immediate behavior after irradiation at a constant (or
varying) temperature is not as straightforward.

The model above does not account for quantum tunneling of the electrons (although this
can be supplemented fairly easily, see e.g. [9, 10]). This is an approximation based the fact
that the energy levels of the traps are mainly dependent on the parameters amount of charge
i.e. the amount of dose. The change in fading due to accumulated dose only becomes appar-
ent when there is a difference in dose in the order of 103 Gy [3]. This means that the time
dependency will dominate at the early stages of measuring (approximately the first 48 hours)
and any attempt at measuring the dose dependency should be performed on RADFETs which
have not been irradiated for at least several days. Nevertheless a dose dependency measure-
ment was attempted.

A ”reverse fading” effect is typically also seen just after irradiation. The dose will often
increase slightly, until the decreasing effects of regular fading overcomes. This effect usually
lasts 20 minutes or less. In this report all units related to fading implies a decrease in dose,
regardless of sign, unless explicitly specified.

2 Materials & Methods

The RADFET used in these experiments was of model RFT300-CC10G1 which is a silicon
p-MOSFET with an oxide thickness of 300 nm. The RADFET was run under zero-bias mode.
The RADFET was connected to a pre-calibrated RADFET reader which directly calculates
the dose from the threshold voltage difference ∆Vth and sends it to a laptop through a
USB connection. This means that the user could only measure the dose, and not ∆Vth
explicitly. The reader was powered by a power supply. An electric hotplate with a connected
thermostat was used. The hotplate could be fixed at a specific temperature, and would turn
on accordingly until the thermostat measured the selected temperature. In order to emit more
heat into the surrounding air, a large solid piece of aluminum acting as a thermal conductor
was placed on the hot plate. A high-precision platinum tipped thermometer Pt100 was also
used to measure the absolute temperature. The thermometer measures the temperature by
measuring the impedance in the platinum which is temperature sensitive. The RADFET had
its own built-in thermometer, but this was only used partially to determine the temperature
gradient. Everything was contained in a box. At first a cardboard box was used, but was
later abandoned in favor of a styrofoam box which had much better heat isolation abilities.
The thickness of the styrofoam box was approximately 6 cm and the density 0.05 g/cm3.
Styrofoam is a polystyrene based material. This meant a W.E.T. of approximately 30 mm
which made it possible to use the box itself as a phantom for irradiation. The RADFET was
not tested without the box or any other phantom.
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(a) Cardboard box. (b) Styrofoam box

Figure 4: The styrofoam box had much better isolation capabilities than
the cardboard box and could easily hold an inner ambient temperature of
60 oC.

The source of radiation used was a Co-60 source belonging to a teletherapy machine of
model Alcyon-II at Karolinska University Hospital (May 2017, Solna, Sweden). The dose
rate was initially measured with a calibrated ionization chamber of model NE-2571 with a
calibration factor of 45.70 ± 0.46 mGy/nC in the identical setup (see appendix for reference
measurements). Factors regarding temperature, pressure, recombination, leakage currents,
and polarization were accounted for. The dose of the RADFET was recorded under time
intervals spanning from a few hours up to a few days. Measurements where done with air
temperature in the box set at 20 (also referred to as room temperature), 28, 32, 40, 50, and
60 oC. Air temperatures are not expected to surpass 45 oC at XFEL, but measurements at
higher temperatures will be useful for modeling the overall behavior. The measurements were
initially done on the RADFET at a stage of not having been irradiated for weeks (long-term
fading), and then at a state shortly after irradiation (short-term fading, immediately to 10
days after). Measurements were attempted at accumulated doses in the ranges [285, 300]
and [400,450] Gy in order to test the behavior of fading as a function of dose. Short-term
fading immediately after irradiation was also measured under temperatures of 20 and 26 oC.
All data was saved and processed in MatLab where fits were attempted on the fading data
points.
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(a) Electric hotplate with block of aluminum for
increased thermal emission into the surrounding
air.

(b) The roof of the inside of the styrofoam box.

Figure 5: The hotplate and the setup of the measuring devices which were
taped to the inner roof of the styrofoam box. The box and its contents
were then placed over the hotplate. This was the setup used both when
irradiating and recording long-term fading.

Heating

Element

RADFET + 

Thermometer

60Co
"Thermal Cage" 

acting as phantom 

and isolation

Figure 6: The setup during irradiation. With this setup it was possible to
change the ambient temperature surrounding the RADFET within ±0.1 oC
while irradiating. The couch was heightened until the box came in contact with
the gantry to ensure maximum dose rate and consistent source-to-dosimeter
distances during measurements. The field was centered on the RADFET. When
measuring the reference ionization chamber, it was placed at the RADFET’s
position.
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3 Results

The cardboard box proved to not be isolating enough to sustain any temperatures above
approximately 30 oC. In contrast the styrofoam box managed to sustain an inner temperature
of up to 60 oC which was enough for the RADFET testing. Figure 7(a) shows the temperature
inside the boxes with the hotplate thermostat inside set to 40 oC. The temperature in the
cardboard box never managed to reach that high, whereas the temperature in the styrofoam
box stabilized at 40.57 ±0.1 oC. Measuring the fading under such stable conditions was
essential, as even a slight but constant temperature increase or decrease e.g. as seen in 7(b)
skewed the results and completely overshadowed any natural fading effects.
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(a) The measured temperatures inside the different boxes,
both with the hotplate set to 40 oC. The styrofoam box was
chosen over the cardboard box for its isolating abilities.
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(b) Measuring fading of dose at the temperature 25.7 ± 0.1
oC. However the constant increase in temperature will over-
shadow the fading effects completely making it impossible
to measure the actual fading. Only if the temperature is
fluctuating up and down equally can the fading be seen.

Figure 7: Testing of boxes and an example of a measurement where the
increase in temperature gives an exaggerated fade rate.

The reference chamber accumulated a charge of (-)8.05 ± 0.09 nC / 2 min at 20 oC. This
corresponds to a dose rate of ḊRef at 20oC = 11.03 ± 0.18 Gy/h. Meanwhile the RADFET
registered an average response of 20.98 Gy/h at 20 oC, and 18.96 Gy/h at 26 oC as it was
irradiated from 287 to 430 Gy during various time intervals.
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Figure 8: Response of the RADFET and reference ionization chamber NE-2571 as the dosime-
ters were irradiated with 60Co γ-rays.

Device Response (Gy/h)

RADFET (20 oC) 20.98 ± 0.72

RADFET (26 oC) 18.96 ± 0.40

NE-2571 (20 oC) 11.03 ± 0.18

Table 1: The RADFET had an almost two-fold increase in response compared to the reference
chamber.

With the initial testing at an accumulated dose level of 300 Gy and before any irradiation,
the long-term dose fading rate increased with temperature from 26.75 mGy/h at 20 oC, to
502.19 mGy/h at 60 oC. The increase was initially slow and then rose very fast between
50 and 60 oC. The fading rates were all significantly greater when measured shortly after
irradiation. The fading at 28 oC after irradiation was abnormally high. This was the first
measurement to be done after the RADFET had been irradiated. Attempting to fit this data
with equation 5 yielded

Ḋ(T )long-term ' 1.619 · 107 · T 2 · e−7330 K/T mGy h−1 K−2 (6)

where T is the temperature in Kelvin, and Ḋ is given in -mGy/h. Since equation 5 works
under the assumption that there is no time dependence, the short-term data should not be
fitted using it.
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Temperature (oC) Fade rate (long-term) (mGy/h) Fade rate (short-term) (mGy/h)

20 20 ± 6 54 ± 17

28 38 ± 22 165 ± 15

32 63 ± 16 126 ± 18

40 130 ± 24 269 ± 8

50 209 ± 70 409 ± 49

60 502 ± 15 No data

Table 2: Dose fade rates at various temperatures. The long-term fade rates
were measured when the RADFET had not been irradiated for more than
10 weeks. The short-term fade rates were measured immediately and up
to 10 days after the RADFET had been irradiated.
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Figure 9: Fading in the dose range [285, 300] Gy, measured more than 10
weeks after irradiation.
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Figure 10: Fading in the dose range [400, 450] Gy, measured immediately
and up to 10 days after irradiation. The measurements were done under
short time spans compared to the long-term fading measurements.
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When attempting to compare the fade rates at two different doses, 300 Gy and 430 Gy
(according to the RADFET), but at the same temperature, it was seen that the dose faded
approximately 40 % faster at the higher dose as seen in figure 12(a). However the higher
dose measurement was done a few hours after irradiation whereas the lower dose measurement
was done many weeks after any irradiation. As expected the dose was seen to decrease very
quickly (> 1 Gy/h) just after irradiation compared to a few days later (0.14 Gy/h) despite the
doses being within the same regime and the temperature being slightly higher in the latter
measurement as is seen in figure 12(b). This further suggests that the act of irradiation itself
caused the increase in fading rates rather than the increase in dose and temperature. Figure
13 shows the fading immediately after irradiation at two different temperatures. It is also
seen that the fading is strongly dependent on the time passed since irradiation. It can also
be seen that a higher temperature exaggerates this effect. Immediately after irradiation the
measured dose at 20 oC fades with approximately the rate 0.45 Gy/h, whereas the measured
dose at 26 oC fades at the rate 1.48 Gy/h. This is a difference greater than 1 Gy/h which the
long-term temperature dependent fading (equation 6 cannot account for alone. The curves
could not be fit with a single exponential term, but a two-term equation fit neatly with the
20 oC-curve. The 26 oC-curve was too short to draw any solid conclusions about its shape,
but the same model was nevertheless assumed. This indicates that a complete model with
both time and temperature dependency should take the form

Ḋ(t, T )total = Ḋ(t, T )short-term + Ḋ(t, T )long-term (7)

though finding an exact answer to these functions was not fruitful. A third term,
Ḋ(t, T )immediate could potentially be added as well without much effort to account for fading
during irradiation.
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(a) Measured fading as the RADFET had accumulated 300
Gy and 430 Gy respectively. The fading appeared to in-
crease at higher accumulated RADFET dose. However this
is more likely due to the fading’s dependency on time after
irradiation, rather than total accumulated dose.
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Despite the temperature being higher in the latter case, the dose
faded much faster in the former case.

Figure 12: The dependence on time after irradiation was stronger than
expected, and overshadows any dependence on dose and temperature.
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Figure 13: The exponential behavior of the fading is clearly seen in the
measurement in room temperature (20 oC). The warmer case at 26 oC was
measured under too short time to determine its true behavior except that
it is steeper than the room temperature measurement.

4 Discussion

The RADFET registered a dose response almost double that of the reference ionization cham-
ber. Since both devices were irradiated under identical conditions, this should have been the
first indication that the RADFET might not have working ideally. It was run under zero-bias
mode, so the response cannot have been exaggerated by any bias effects. The RADFET in
question had been irradiated with more than 300 Gy prior to this experiment. This should
not affect the response however, seeing as the upper practical dose limit for it is 20 000 Gy [7].
The RADFET had also been heated extensively with temperatures up to 60 oC, at time spans
up to several days. The RADFET data sheet makes no mention of any detrimental effects
related to temperature except for fading. Holmes-Siedle and Adams [6] mention that RAD-
FETs can be completely annealed repeatedly with little physical alteration to the device. The
reference ionization chamber had been properly calibrated as a medical dosimetric device by
the Swedish Radiation Safety Authority which is a secondary standard dosimetry laboratory
(SSDL). Furthermore, earlier testing e.g. Häger [11] showed that the same IC received roughly
a quarter of the dose when placed at a distance roughly twice that of this experiment. Since
this is in agreement with the inverse-square law it is deemed that the IC is working properly
and was not over-saturated. This leaves the conclusion that the RADFET/reader-calibration
was not valid under these circumstances which in turn questions the absolute values of all
measured fading rates. It is known that the calibration is particle dependent and the addition
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of δ-particles from the phantom could be responsible for the exaggerated response. Earlier
testing of the same RADFET and ionization chamber showed a correspondence of measured
dose with the IC within 10 % as seen in figure 14. A TLD (thermoluminescent dosimeter)
and chemical alanine dosimeter were also tested and measured doses within 15 % of the IC.
A 5 mm water-equivalent phantom was used for those measurements, so the reader should
be calibrated for δ-particles [12]. Since the isolating box itself worked as a phantom, it was
not possible to irradiate without it. Unfortunately it was not possible to investigate another
RADFET of the same model, neither could the alleged response of 0.20 mV / cGy be checked
without the specifications of the RADFET reader. The RADFET was irradiated with 60Co
γ-rays (+ phantom) which have an approximate mean energy of 1.25 MeV. The electrons in
the undulator will have energies in the GeV range. This means that the reader must be cali-
brated accordingly, but will not affect the fading characteristics since the location of the hole
traps only depends on the RADFET composition and bias, and not on the incoming radiation.

Figure 14: Previous testing of the RADFET, the reference NE-2571
dosimeter, and a TLD and alanine dosimeter. The measured dose of the
RADFET is in agreement with the ionization chamber within 10 % [12].
The RADFET/reader calibration seemed to be invalid for this project’s
experiments.

When the RADFET was irradiated at 26 oC, it showed a lesser response than at 20 oC
indicating that the temperature dependent fading effects at the warmer temperature out-
weighed any increase in response. The difference in response (2.02 Gy/h) is far greater
than the measured long-term fading differences at approximately these temperatures (∼ 10
mGy/h).
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Investigating the long-term fading characteristics revealed that it is also dependent on
the surrounding temperature. The long-term effects can be seen in figure 9. At room tem-
perature a long-term fading of 20.33 mGy/h was observed. This was approximately doubled
around 38 oC, and increased by another factor of 12 at 60 oC. An increase with temperature
was expected, although at a slower rate. The data sheet [7] specifies that under positive-bias
the long-term fading is doubled at around 50 oC. It simply mentions that the fading is more
variable under zero-bias mode which indeed is confirmed here. Holmes-Siedle and Adams
[6] also mention that the fading rate across MOSFET devices is ”extremely variable”. A
faster growing fade rate with temperature at zero bias as compared to positive bias could be
explained through the fact that the positive electric field which normally drives electron-hole-
pairs apart here acts as a potential which the holes must overcome to reach the oxide-silicon
interface.

As mentioned, it was seen that the fading was strongly dependent on time passed since
irradiation, with the fade rate decaying in what appeared to be a two-term exponential man-
ner. Figure 12(b) showed more than a tenfold increase in fading rate right after, as compared
to the fading rate 3 days after, the irradiation had taken place despite the temperature being
slightly higher in the latter case. This implies that the time dependence dominates at the
early stages after irradiation. Furthermore, comparing the stages immediately after irradia-
tion revealed that not only is the fading the most severe during the irradiation, but a higher
temperature will exaggerate this effect well beyond what would be seen from a long-term
temperature dependence alone. A difference of 6 oC compared to room temperature gave an
increase in fading by 2.02 Gy/h during irradiation, 1 Gy/h right after, and less than 0.017
Gy/h at a well-rested state. We recommend that more testing be done on this front in or-
der to understand the short-term fading better. For instance irradiating and subsequently
letting the RADFET fade for several weeks under different temperatures, and investigating
whether a difference in temperature during irradiation can affect the consequent fading at
room temperature.

The horizontal and vertical steering air coils at XFEL will be run at currents 1.0 and 1.5
A which during testing lead to an increase in temperature of 10.5 and 24.1 oC respectively of
the air-coil casing [2]. The RADFETs will not be placed on the casing, but approximately 5
cm away. We can use our model (equation 6) to estimate the long-term fading effects in the
worst-case scenario where the ambient air would reach the same temperature as the air-coil
casing: Ḋ(T )∆10.5K ' 33.74 mGy/h, or about 292 Gy/year. Ḋ(T )∆24.1K ' 129.82 mGy/h,
or about 1122 Gy/year. It is estimated that the annual dose absorbed by the undulators at
the European XFEL will be 8000 Gy or less [13] meaning that errors from long-term fading
alone could be up to 14 %. The high sensitivity of the derived function means that it is
really only useful for estimating the magnitudes though, and should also be used carefully
when dealing with temperatures higher than 60 oC. The long-term fading can obviously be
circumvented if the absorbed dose is simply recorded at each instance the irradiation is turned
off and forcing the dose to that level prior to the next instance of irradiation. The effects
are also irrelevant if the accelerator is run with little to no down time, although in that case
the errors from short-term and immediate fading would be severe. It is recommended that a
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model of response as a function of temperature is determined more thoroughly as even differ-
ences in a few Kelvin will cause a large shift in response. It is evident that the temperature
must be considered at all stages of measuring: during irradiation, just after irradiation, and
a long time after irradiation and that negligence in doing so could lead to inaccurate dose
measurements.

5 Conclusion

It was seen that the RFTDAT-CC10 RADFET was heavily influenced by temperature differ-
ences, both in ability to record, and retain dose, when run in zero-bias mode. The fading was
the greatest during irradiation in the order of 1-3 Gy/h, quickly decayed in an exponential-
like manner after irradiation, and then slowed down with a fading rate in the order of 10-100
mGy/h, 5 to 10 days later. The fading increased with temperature at all stages, and a
higher temperature was seen to exaggerate the time-dependent effects. The magnitudes of
fading remain dubious however since only one RADFET was used in these experiments, and
early measurements showed an exaggerated sensitivity to dose. It is therefore recommended
that independent testing of one’s RADFET is performed and that the temperatures are kept
within ± 0.1 K if consistent dose measurements within a few percent of the initial dose are
required. A worst case estimation is that 1122 Gy could fade long-term annually out of the
estimated 8000 Gy/year dose at the European XFEL. This is an error of 14 %. This error
will be greater if the machine is running often as short-term fading will then dominate, which
is approximately 100 times higher than the long-term fading. Further investigation regarding
a temperature dependence on response and short-term fading is recommended.
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6 Appendix

Voltage (V) -402 -101 +401

-8.276 -8.205 +8.258
-8.268 -8.237 +8.266

Charge rate -8.296 -8.254 +8.253
(nC / 2 min) -8.258 -8.242 +8.197

-8.149 -8.246 +8.267

Mean -8.243 ± 0.094 -8.245 ± 0.009 +8.243 ± 0.048

Table 3: Charge accumulated for the reference ionization chamber NE-2571 under 2 minutes
using different voltages. The working voltage is -402 V. The leakage current was Īleak =
0.0202± 0.058 nC. The first measurements were omitted, as is common practice.
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